
Number Date of 
visit 

Time 
of visit 

Officer Notes 

1 02/11/2013 02:52 Wesley 
McArthur  

Visit to ensure premises is shut on time. Premises shut ATOV. 

2 30/11/2013 20:58 Kristie 
Ashenden    

Food Safety revisit for EEM 

3 13/12/2013 03:31 Richard Kalu  Premises visited on NTE on the 13/12/13 premises was closed. No issues noted in relation to the 
operation of the premises. 

4 21/12/2013 00:35 Richard Kalu  NTE visit to the premises at 00:35 on the 21/12/13. No issues of concern noted 
premises was closed. 

5 28/12/2013 02:00 Mark Orton   Some noise breakout from premises, did not appear to be busy. 
6 10/01/2014 02:07 Richard Kalu  Premises was operating under a TEN. No issues of concern were noted in relation to general 

compliance. Spoke to the manager of the premises who at the time of the visit was Stella from 
Sierra Spot. Advised Stella that although they had a TEN in place they still needed to be mindful of 
the hours of operation which still needed to be in accordance with the TEN. 

7 10/01/2014 03:00 Richard Kalu  NTE visit / general observation of premises. 3 people at the front of the premises smoking. No noise 
breakout from premises, music levels appear to be contained within the premises. No issues noted 
in relation to general compliance. 

8 07/02/2014 02:45 Richard Kalu  Premises closed at time of visit. 
9 21/02/2014 20:25 Sarah 

Newman    
Premises open but quiet 

10 22/02/2014 02:07 Richard Kalu  Closed at time of visit. 
11 22/02/2014 02:07 Sarah 

Newman    
Premises closed 

12 22/02/2014 23:29 Sarah 
Newman    

Premises open but quiet 

13 23/02/2014 00:37 Richard Kalu  Premises closed at time of visit. 
14 16/03/2014 02:10 Richard Kalu  Closed at time of visit. No issues noted at premises or surrounding area. 
15 05/04/2014 01:00 Richard Kalu  Premises was closed at the time of visit. 
16 06/04/2014 00:50 Richard Kalu  Premises was open 6 people within the premises. Noted that 2 patrons within the premises 

appeared to being ejected. Observed no issues patrons left the premises and proceeded to walk 
away from the premises without issue. 

         APPENDIX F  



17 15/07/2016 21:00 Richard Kalu                   Visit to premises with Farhad Chowdhury to complete full licensing inspection. Entered the 
premises and there were X6 males sat at a table eating. No alcohol was being consumed. Identified 
myself to staff and the PLH / DPS Letteberhan Abraha (07481130310) came out from the kitchen to 
speak to myself and Farhad. Advised that she had taken back control of her premises after some 
time out the country and reports that the premises was being badly managed. English was not the 
first language of the PLH / DPS. Was advised that she has not run the premises for some time and 
confirmed that a section 19 had been served and it was apparent that it was more largely due to her 
being confused about her operating hours. I went through the hours of the licence with her and 
conditions detailed on her premises licence. I gave advice in relation to the potential of a review or 
prosecution. I have advised her that I am more than happy to complete a full licensing induction 
with her and would contact her to arrange a suitable time. She has confirmed that she will be using 
the basement part of the premises until she has completed the licensing induction as a result of my 
inspection I confirmed at present that would not be compliant of they opened the basement and 
used it as a club / cultural meeting point for members of the Ethiopian community. She has 
confirmed that only the restaurant will be operational until they could be fully compliant in regards 
to the licence conditions focusing specifically on the basement operation. Action: Licensing 
induction to be completed with PLH / DPS. 

18 30/07/2016 02:20 Richard Kalu                   Visit to premises with Clarissa to undertake a notice check. Shutters of premises down and notice 
not on display to members of the public. 

19 07/08/2016  01:55 Alex Lisowski On Sunday, 7th August, 2106, I was on duty with the NTE Police.  We visited the venue at 01.55am.  
The premises licence holder, Letteberhan Abraha Tafla, was present. I asked her to show me the 
CCTV footage for 10pm on Friday, 5th August, 2016.  She wasn't able to do so.  No one else at the 
venue was able to operate the CCTV.  I asked her to show me the staff training records for 
Challenge 25.  She wasn't able to do so. I asked her to show me the refusals register.  She showed 
me an empty notebook.  There were no entries in it and it wasn't marked as the refusals register. 
She was advised about the conditions of the licence at the time. 



20 12/08/2016 19:55 Richard Kalu  Visit to premises with Sarah Newman to complete a blue site notice check & full inspection. 
Inspection was completed with Letteberhan Abraha Telfa. Premises was found to be compliant in 
regards to the inspection. Premises licence holder advised us that she will be installing a sound 
limiter in the basement of the premises next week. We were advised that the basement is not 
currently in use and will not be in use until the sound limiter is installed in the basement. Sarah 
Newman asked that when the sound limiter was installed to notify EPT so that they could come and 
inspect the sound limiter that had been installed. No concerns in relation to the operation of the 
premises were noted in regards to compliance with conditions on the premises licence. 

21 11/09/2016 02:00 Farhad 
Chowdhury 

Closed 






